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The state of Haryana being nearer to Delhi, the capital of India, has created nice progress on the
economic front. Some cities like Gurgoan and Faridabad falling in Delhi-NCR have become the
software/IT and producing hub. Accordingly, to cater to the wants of the booming business,
countless engineering faculties have come back up. There are around a hundred and fifty
engineering colleges/institutes within the state out of that solely six are in govt. sector whereas the
remainder of it falls beneath the PVT. Sector class. eighty fifth seats within the Govt additionally as
Pvt institutes are reserved for Haryana state candidates whereas the V-day are reserved for the skin
candidates of alternative states. the factors of admission for each the classes are their AIEEE rank.

List of prime GOVT engineering institutes in Haryana-HSCS

1. Deen Bandhu Chhotu Ram Univ. of Sc. and Tech- Murthal-Haryana-HSCS (Govt): Chottu Ram
State school of Engineering, is at the highest of the list of govt. institutes in Haryana, has currently
been upgraded as Deen Bandu Chottu Ram University of Science and Technology. the school is
that the oldest engineering institute of the the sate of Haryana and unfold over 273 acres of land. it's
prime most infra and facilities needed to come back beneath an honest engineering institute tag.
The fees are cheap and it attracts sensible quality students. The university offers most the courses
of engineering and conjointly master's degree in sixteen disciplines.

2. Ch.Devi Lal Mem Engg.College-Paniwala Motta, Sirsa-Haryana-HSCS: this is often another
engineering institute in list of govt. sector faculties situated at Sirsa adjoining the Punjab-Haryana
state border. The infra and facilities are average however fee are cheap.

3. Univ. institute. of Engineering and Tech- M D University- Rohtak-Haryana-HSCS (GOVT): With
booming economy and growth in engineering services and producing demand, most of the schools
everywhere India have started engineering departments with within the university premises. equally
Maharishi Dayanand University Rohtak is additionally providing numerous engineering courses
creating use of the already existing infrastructure. the placement being nearer to Delhi, institute
attraction is on the increase.

4.Guru Jambheshwar University of Sc. and Tech- Hisar-Haryana-HSCS: this is often a Haryana
Govt University located at Hissar providing numerous engineering courses. Infrastrusture of the
university is premium.

5. University Institute. of Engineering. and Tech- KU- Kurukshetra-Haryana-HSCS (Govt): Located
at historic city of kurukhestra in state of Haryana, the University institute of engineering and
Technology popularly referred to as UIET was started with within the kurukhestra university campus
within the year 2004. Infra and school is sweet. The institute attracts high quality students from the
state. List of offered branches embrace Mech. Engineering, Electronics and communication
engineering, laptop science engineering and biotech.

6. YMCA Institute of Engineering- Faridabad-Haryana-HSCS (Govt) this is often the govt.  . aided
and also the most asked for engineering school within the state of Haryana. the school is found at
Faridabad, a soft ware and producing hub of north India. Industrial interaction of the school is
sensible|is sweet|is nice and therefore the placements also are good. The infra, school and facilities
are premium.

Universities has created engineering department to money on the engineering education boom and
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mainly target laptop, electronics, IT and biotech. Disciplines and core branches are used as
decorative purpose. therefore if you would like to check the core branches you ought to decide on
YMCA and DBCR.

Top Pvt Engineering Institutes::

1. ITM Gurgoan, Haryana-HSCS (PVT).: ITM is one among the highest Pvt faculties for engineering
education as per the state customary. Has sensible infra, faculty, facilities additionally nearly as
good location that are useful in industrial interaction and placements. however currently it's gone out
of purview of HSCS counseling and conducts its own counseling on AIEEE rank basis. therefore the
fees are raised to terribly high level which can dilute its ranking.

2. Career Institute of tech and management, Haryana-HSCS(PVT): The said engineering school has
sensible location and above|higher than|on prime of average facilities and falls in top five bracket of
Pvt. faculties of the state.

3. TIT Bhiwani, Haryana-HSCS (PVT) the school, initially started to cater to the necessity of textile
business of the state however keeping in read the boom in engineering education sector, alternative
branches were added. it's premium campus and reputed management.

4. Manav Rachna school of engineering, Haryana-HSCS ( PVT ) Another upcoming and one among
the highest 10 engineering faculties with sensible overall infra however fees are very high. but
location is its and purpose. List of branches offered: a. Mechanical engineering b.. Electronics and
communication engineering c. laptop science and engineering d. info technology

5. Apeejay school of Engineering,Sohana, Haryana-HSCS(PVT) Located at close to Gurgoan, the
management is making an attempt to supply cheap ingredients of engineering education. List of
facilities provided includes DELNET library, canteen and mess, in campus hostels etc.
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